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We focus two objectives 

Speed 

Space 



Traditional underflow dams help prevent 
the spread of oil/fuel spills in waterways  

Water Flow  

Dam Slows the flow of water & Oil 

Oil floats to top  
for cleanup 

Upstream Downstream 

 Clean water exits downstream 



But they are very labor and  
material intensive to build 



Instant underflow dams can be installed in minutes 



NEW:  Build instant under-flow dams to manage spills in streams & ditches 

Instant UnderFlow dam for mechanical skimmers & vacuums 

Lightweight & portable 

Adjustable underflow outlets 
allow clean water to escape 

Water fills the dam 

Oil floats to the top 

Sorbents clean up oil 



Contain, divert and dam up spills on pavement and concrete. 

Divert water from flooded roads 
 into nearby streams and rivers 

Dam up water and spilled oil/fuel  
so efficient cleanup can begin 

Innovative delta wing design uses the  
weight and flow of the water (or spill)  

to create an instant spill wall. 

As fluids flow in, the weight pushes down 

Perfect for temporary dams 



Oil spill control & cleanup for wet conditions 



Oil Spill Cleanup Professionals  
report up to 80% happen in wet weather  



Water causes oil/fuel spills 
to spread faster than a cheetah on crack



#1 priority is to control & contain the spill 



Just say, “No Way to Clay” 



White Diapers don’t work well in the rain 

Water beads up on white pads Wet conditions reduce white pad 
effectiveness by up to 70% 

Prevents oil from reaching sorbent 



Socks suck in wet weather 

Gaps allow oil to escape 



Pads Can Blow Away 



New spill cleanup materials 

Adsorbs oil 

Filters water 

Spilltration® 





New wet-weather oil/fuel spill control 
Spilltration Strips 

Up to ½-inch of water 
Add more strips if more depth needed  

Clean water filters through 

Oil is held back  
& adsorbed 

Spilltration strips lay flat and hug the ground 





Spilltration strip protects the leading edge  
of storm drain from oil slick 

Spilltration rug covers storm drain 

Rain nearly ruins oil change day for single moms and widows at Community Church 



Notice oily outline when spilltration strip is removed 



Spilltration rugs filter oil from water at outfalls 



Apply Spilltration rugs in “shingled” fashion for extra protection 



Fits tight spaces Filters oil from flowing water 

Surrounds storm drains Deploys in seconds 





Spilltration products meet EPA definition of “sorbent” Title 40 CFR 300.915(g)(4) of the NCP  



Best of all  
- Spilltration Husky materials made from 100% post-consumer waste 
- Shammy products made from post-industrial waste 
- All Spilltration products are reusable up to 10x 
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